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Chapter 1   Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Objective 

Since the option pricing formula illustrated by Black&Scholes(1973), it has still 

played an important role in the field of financial engineering over past 30 years. In the 

past 30 years, in order to satisfy the various investors’ requirements, various exotic 

options were invented and pricing models were established, which promote the 

flourishing development in financial engineering. 

 

First of all, Reiner(1992) invented the designations and pricing methods of the 

four types of quanto options. In the article, Reiner assumes that the stock price and 

exchange rate possess some correlation and uses the Martingale Pricing method to 

derive the pricing models of the four types of quanto options. This invention allows 

the investors to hedge the risk of both foreign stocks and exchange rate, or to hedge 

only one of them. 

 

Gray&Whaley(1999) presented the concept of the reset put. This reset put exist a 

special contract to guarantee the investors to make the reset put from 

out-of-the-money into in-the money by resetting the exercise price at the reset point. 

Not only the downward risk of the stock price can be hedged by holding the reset put, 

but also the capital gain can be captured by resetting the exercise price of the reset put. 

In addition, it also provides the guarantee of the collateral of the investor who 

borrows money to buy the stocks, and is a contribution to stabilize the stock market. 

The reset put has been traded in many exchanges worldwide and embedded in some 

structured products traded in OTC (Over-the-Counter) so far. After that, 

Cheng&Zhang(2000) change the reset point from single one to multiple ones, and 

obtain a more general result by their further research in pricing and hedging. 

 

Based on Reiner(1992) and Gray&Whaley(1999), Jiang(2004) combines the four 

types of quanto options and single-reset put to allow investors not only to avoid the 

loss of the exchange risk, but also to hedge the stock price risk and capture the capital 

gain when the stock price goes up. 

 

This thesis not only mainly focuses Reiner(1992) and Cheng&Zhang(2000) but 

also extend the product invented by Jiang(2004) in order to probe into the quanto 

multiple-reset put introduced by combining four types of quanto options and 

multiple-reset put. It allows investors to capture the capital gain of the rising of the 
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stock price or exchange more easily, and derives a general pricing formula and hedge 

ratio. After that, we shift the style of the exercise price resetting from discrete into 

continuous, which means the exercise price can be resetted all the time before the 

maturity, so called “Lookback Option” invented first by Conze& Viswanathan(1991). 

In this thesis, the pricing model of the quanto lookback options is established and 

there is a comparison among the pricing and the risk characteristics of quanto 

single-reset, multiple-reset and lookback puts. 

 

1.2 Framework 

Chapter 1 is the introduction; Chapter 2 is the models and referenced; Chapter 3 

is the price and risk analysis of quanto multiple-reset options; Chapter 4 is the quanto 

lookback options; Chapter 5 is the conclusion. The appendices contain the procedure 

of deriving the pricing formula. The final one is the references. 
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Chapter 2   Models and References 

This chapter simply describes the basic assumptions and models, Martingale 

Pricing methods, Girsanolv Theorem, quanto options, reset options, the distribution of 

the maximum of geometric Brownian Motion and Lookback option.  

 

2.1 Basic Assumptions and Models 

The assumption in the thesis is the same as which in Black&Scholes(1973), 

which is so called Perfect Market assumption. The assumptions are as follows: 

 

1. The dynamics of stock price and exchange risk are both the geometric 

Brownian Motion.  

2. The stocks and exchanges are traded continuously, and can be traded with 

any kind of units.  

3. There are no transaction expenses and taxes, which means there is no 

transaction cost.  

4. It is allowed to short selling the stock and make use of the fund by short 

selling unlimitedly. 

5. There is a risk-free rate. 

6. There is no cash dividend of the stock before the derivative matures.  

 

Based on the assumptions above, there must be a risk-neutral probability 

measure Q, such that the dynamics of the foreign stock price viewed by domestic 

investor can be illustrated by the formula as follows
12

: 

 

,( ) ( )Q

f s x s x s S

dS
r dt dW t

S
ρ σ σ σ= − +  (2- 1) 

 

In which, S  represents the underlying foreign stock price denominated in 

foreign currency; fr  represents the foreign risk-free rate; ,s xρ  represents the 

correlation coefficient between the underlying foreign stock price and exchange rate; 

                                                 
1
 If we cancel out the 6

th
 assumption and assume the continuous dividend yield equals to q , we can 

just substitute fr q−  into fr  for Eq(2- 2). 

2
 The derivation of the dynamics of the foreign stock price and exchange rate can be referred to 

Musiela, M. and M. Rutkowski (2004). Martingale Methods in Financial Modeling(2nd), 

Springer.pp.147~151 


